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A SCALE OF VERBAL ACCESSIBILITY
IN MILD AND BORDERLINE
RETARDED ADULTS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This is the forth study of verbal accessibility undertaken at the Portland State University School of Social Work.
The first two completed in the years 1967

~Kresse,

et al . , 1967)

and 1968 (Walker, et al . , 1968) dealt with the area of marriage.
The third completed in 1969 (Metz, et al., 1969)dealt with the
authoritarian family ideology.

The intent of this study is to

determine if that material can be applied to use with the
retarded adults being placed from Fairview Hospital and Training
Center .

This is the ma jor St a te Institution for care and

treatment of the mentally retarded in the State of Oregon.

Purpose
The major purpose of the present research project was
an exploratory study of the development of a scale to measure
one aspect of what is involved in the success or failure in thE:'
placement of the adult mild and borderline retarded individuals
from institutional life into that of general community living.
Polansky (1965) defines verbal accessibility as readiness to
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communicate verbally, and to participate in communication abou t
determinant attitudes.

As reported by Kresse, et al. (1967),

Polansky states that determinant attitudes are "thos e attitudes
(tendencies to act) whose change seems most likely to b ring
about strong changes in other r e lated attitude s . "

They also

cite Appelberg (1961) as clarifying this concept by sta t i ng tha t
determinant attitudes influenc e the way an i ndividual function s;
they are basic, formed early in l i fe, and are typ i call y
unconscious.
This present scale was intended to me asure th e ve r bal
accessibility of conscious der i vatives of these key att it udes
in and around the life needs of the retarded adult.

Rationale
The rationale for utilizing verbal a ccessibili ty i n t h e
study of place ment of mild and borderline retarded adu lts i s
as follows:
1.

Investigation of verbal communicat i on should yield

significant data for the understanding of proces s of i n te ract i on
of the retarded adult wi th those other pe ople i n h i s/he r life
who affect their patterns of b ehavior.
2.

Verbal accessibility i s an i mportant aspect of

verbal communication.

I f a pers on is able to get c l os e to

another individual through forming a relationship and the
communication that follows, there will be more favorab le prosp ect
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for success especially in moving from institutional living to
community living.
3.

Verbal accessibility is related to the individual's

capacity for self-observation.

Interaction between two verbally

accessible people reduces anxiety and enhances the expression
and development of each person's self.

The retarded adult who

has spent a considerable part of his life in institutional
living definitely needs to be able to observe and discuss things
as he faces new experiences in the community.

He may fear

verbalizing attitudes to people of importance to him such as
relatives, friends, home providers, or counselors.
4.

Differences between the level of verbal accessibility

of the retarded adult and his own concept of his verbal
accessibility may indicate discrepancies of thought.

If the

retarded adult feels that he is verbally accessible to his home
provider, for instance, but in actuality the home provider does
not feel that the individual is willing to communicate, this
will have a significant impact on the success of their problemsolving efforts together.
5.

Verbal accessibility skills are thought to be of

greater importance for placement success of the individual leaving
the institution than are job skills.

This is based on the

experience of placement and follow-up social workers who have
found that even the best trained and the more intelligent
retarded adult being placed outside the institution will not
necessarily be successful while a less capable and less well
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trained retarded adult may be successful in spite of the greater
handicap.
6.

It is felt that each person who is placed from t he

institution needs to have at least one person that he is highly
verbally accessible to in order that he might succeed.

If a

person has never been able to come to another person and t a l k
about areas that are bothering him, it would be expecting to o
much for that person to come for help to someone in t he t ime of
crisis.

If the individual does finally come for help, i t may be

too late to make any practical let alone ideal changes to prevent
damaging problems.
7.

Various people are more important than other s fo r

one person or another.

The retarded person may or may not b e

verbally accessible to the person who is important to him or her.
Sometimes relatives or friends are important but are not the
people whanthe client will talk with about important is sues of
concern.
8.

Some people who are i n the role of either home

provider or counselor to the retarded adult are ab l e t o inspire
more willingness to communicate in the retarded adult.

Some

clients are more verbally accessible to one worker than they a re
or would be to another.

If this were known and predictable,

it would be of assistance in the placement program.
9.

If one could measure accurately the degree of

verbal accessibility of a specific individual and could know
how willing other clients have been to talk with a certain
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home provider and also with a certain counselor, one could, at
least theoretically, predict success or failure.

One could also

be aware of certain potential problems and work toward solving
them before they became insurmountable.

The Concept of Verbal Accessibility
Counnunication is central in the studies and work with
placement of the retarded adult into community settings from
institutional living.

In this study counnunication is defined

according to Ruesch and Bateson (1951) as "all those processes
by which people influence one another."

They describe four

levels of counnunication as Intrapersonal, Interpersonal, Group,
and Cultural.

Each of these levels of communication is important

but only the Interpersonal or the one to one level is measured
in this study.

The interpersonal level can be said to be that of

an exchange of receiving, transmitting and evaluating messages.
Thus, communication is an active process requiring participation
from each person involved.
Although the importance of non-verbal communication
cannot be disputed, verbal communication has the distinct
advantage of being easily available for research.

Also the

method of changing attitudes and behavior is through the verbal
means.

Casework relies heavily on verbal communication to

accomplish its goals as do many other modes of changing human
behavior.
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Polansky (1965) defines verbal accessibility as tne
"degree of readiness of the client (or patient) to communicate
verbally, and to participate in communication about, his
determinant attitudes."

The meaningful unit of communication

is not just the "facts" given by the client nor just the "feelings "
but the set of attitudes which characterize him.

Polansky has

expressed that the more a subject is willing to discuss, the
more likely he is to expose determinant attitudes.
A part of the verbal accessibility of a person is his
verbal accessibility of an attitude.
in two senses:

This can be considered

(1) an individual may be more willing to discuss

certain of his attitudes than he will others; and (2) examination
of a number of individuals may reveal uniformities in regard to
expressing or not expressing certain attitudes.
My concern in this study is with the aspect of verbal
communication that has thus been conceptualized as verbal
accessibility.

In their Master's Thesis (Kresse, et al., 1967)

they made a comprehensive analysis of the concepts and background of the term verbal accessibility.

Since their study there

has been essentially no change in the use of these concepts in
the social work literature.

Therefore, I am not making any

attempt to include such a review of the literature.
In attempting to study verbal accessibility as it
relates to the specific area of mental retardation, I have made
a comprehensive study of the literature dealing with mental
retardation and can find absolutely no reference or study

which
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has previously been made of the relationships between verbal
accessibility and the placement and success of the retarded
adult individual.

In fact there is no mention of this concept

in the literature relating to mental retardation.

Summary
In this chapter I have considered why there is a concern
to study this aspect of placement and adjustment of the mild and
borderline retarded adults placed from the State Institution.

.

In

order to be able to study this aspect, this project was designed
to develop a scale of verbal accessibility for this intellectual
level and aimed toward the concerns and attitude problem areas
of those being placed into community facilities.

I have also

stated my rationale for believing that a scale of verbal
accessibility is potentially a significant tool for the
clarification of concerns and confusion about the appropriate
timing for placement.
Although a measurement of verbal accessibility is not
necessarily an only measurement of success prediction, it does
attempt to cover a large gap in the field.
This chapter has also briefly summarized the concept of
verbal accessibility and indicated that there have been no
previous studies of verbal accessibility with the retarded
adult especially as it relates to a placement setting.

There

have been previous studies and summaries of the literature of
verbal accessibility relative to other sample populations.

CHAPTER II

METHOD

In this study, my major focus has been on developing an
instrument for measuring verbal accessibility of the mild and
borderline retarded adult being placed into connnunity situations
from institutional living.

As stated earlier, there are no

studies directly concerned with mental retardation, but there
are those scales which did offer a considerable body of theory,
method and techniques for measuring verbal accessibility.

I

felt that these techniques could be adapted to the specific
aims of this project.
The research approached developed by Norman Polansky and
Sidney Jourard and their associates served as
the development of my scale.

a background for

Jourard and Lasekow (1958) described

a questionnaire method for measuring the amount and content of
self-disclosure to selected "target persons."

Jourard and

Richman (1963) developed a questionnaire which was designed to
assess the amount of self-disclosure as a variable in its own
right.

Polansky, Weiss and Blum (1961) used a scale analysis

technique to study verbal accessibility as a function of content
and personality with children treatment.

Appelberg (1961)

developed a series of scales to measure verbal accessibility of
adolescents.

The Appelberg s c ales were designed to measure both

verbal accessibility of an individual and of a particular
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attitude.

Verbal accessibility of the individual was determined

by how much that individual was willing to discuss, and let
others discuss with him, important feelings.

Appelberg measured

the verbal accessibility of the individual by counting how many

items on the scale the individual was willing to discuss with a
specified target person.

The verbal accessibility of an attitude

was measured by counting the number of individuals who were
willing to discuss the attitude with a specified target person.
I have attempted to use this final type of approach, with the
necessary adjustments in content areas, target persons, and
wording of the items to suit the retarded adult population
being studied.

Construction of the Scale
To facilitate and organize the selection of items for
the scale, it was decided to use content areas suggested by
social roles.

There was no attempt to study roles as such, but

to use them as a frame of reference for selecting question items.
Five areas of important feelings and concerns for the young
retarded adults a re :

peer status ; parental type roles, as

usually seen in a non-relative Home Provider; attitudes toward

self, as affecting independence-dependence; W<>rk roles or job
adequacy; and sexual identity.
The most important criteri<>n for the selection of items
was the "determinancy" of the attitude represented by the item.
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I was attempting to study the degree to which individuals are
ready and willing to communic a t e important f e elings.

By

determinant attitudes is meant those a ttitud e s which a re most
"basic" to the personality functioning of the individual, and
which have the most weight in influencing behavior .
The language had to be kept s i mple and informal for t he
intellectual and comprehensive level of the client s.

Bef ore any

actual interviewing use was made of the questions, they were
given to professional social workers, educators, and a psycholo gist
for review as to their understandability.

Each of these

professionals was familiar with the ability levels as well a s
the spoken language and understanding ability of the target
population.

It was my attempt to develop statements which

would be understood in the same way by each client.
To avoid statements that might be understood to refer
to actual happenings in the client 's life, each question was
structured to read in the same way :

"Suppose that you (had a

certain feeling or concern) , would you talk with (a specified
target person) about it?"
Four targe t persons were used in this research.

The

target persons se l e ct ed were Home Provider, Relative, Friend, and
Counselor.

Clients were asked to name each of the t a rget pe rs ons

with whom they would most likely discuss important fe e lings and
concerns.

The majority of the clie nts were living in group

living facilities and they frequently had a choice of more than
one person who was operating in the role of Home Provide r .

Th e
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Relative target was not limited to parental figures to eliminate
the possibility that parents were dead or no longer involved in
the client's life.

The Friend target person could be of the

same or opposite sex but it was suggested that the individual
be of similar age so that the relationship would be of a peer
type.

Each of the clients was associated with one or more

counselors and thus the client sometimes was faced with a choice
as to which he felt most willing to discuss important feelings
and concerns.

One reason for using the counselor as a target

person was that this person could be utilized as a possible
cross check by asking the counselor to rate the clients also.
Four response categories were selected to indicate the
degree of accessibility.

The client could choose the category

which best represented the extent of his willingness to
communicate with a target person about each item.
were:

The categories

"Definitely Yes;" "Probably Yes;" "Probably No;" and

"Definitely No."

Consideration was given to just offering the

choice between "yes" and "No" but it was decided that even
though some would not be able to completely descriminate on the
four levels, it was important to give each the opportunity to
have as much freedom of choice as possible.

The responses could

be consolidated later if desirable for data analysis.

Scoring
Weights of 4, 3, 2, and 1 were assigned the categories on
the assumption that they represented equal intervals.

The highest
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weight was assigned to the most positive category and the lowest
to the most negative.

In this way a score could be obtained for

ranking between high and low accessibility.

A score sheet, a

copy of which is included in the Appendix, was constructed to
show a total score for the individual, for the target persons and
for each item.
In addition to the ratings of the clients for each of
the four target persons, the Home Provider and the Counselor
were asked to rate how much verbal accessibility they felt the
individual had to them.

This would function as a cross check

of reality.
The number of items used in this scale was partially
determined by a time factor.

The attention span of the sample

population was expected to not exceed one-half hour.

From pre-

testing it was determined that even if each question had to be
stated for each target person, that up to twenty-five items coulo
be handled within this time limit.

Item selection was made and

the scale finally had a total of twenty-four items.

Since each

item required a response for four target persons, the client was
asked to make a total ofninety-six decisions during the interview.
Most clients moved through the items in less than the one-half
hour without fatigue.

There were no refusals to cooperate and

they considered the testing as a valid part of follow-up of the i r
training program.

Clients were told that their responses and

scores would be kept confidential unless they requested specific
counseling relative to their responses.

Data collection
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extended over a period of three months.

Descriptive data about

the sample population was collected effective December 31, 1971.
This includes their age, number years in Fairview prior to their
placement, duration of employment, and time between placement
and December 31, 1971.

This data can be found on Table I later

in this chapter.

Administration of the Scale
The scale was administered to clients in an one-to-one
setting.

Introduction and instructions were given verbally.

Uniformity of presentation wa s a goal.
by one individual.

All interviews were done

A copy of the instructions is included in

the Appendix.
Each item was typed on 3 x 5 cards with large primary
type for easy reading.

There were four different cards.

They

were placed in stacks side by side in front of the clients.

Each

color represented a different target person and was so labeled.
Each stack of cards contained twenty-four cards with the questions.
Behind the card stacks were individual blank cards of corresponding color.

As the session began these cards were blank

but when the client identified each of the target persons I
wrote the name on the appropriat e card.

This helped me as well

as the client maintain consist e ncy when seeking to personalize
the question items.

Behind the cards was a box with four

compartments which was marked with the response categories.

The
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client "voted" each card by inserting it into the response box
opening which best represented how much he would talk with a
target person about that particular item.

Judgments were made

in regard to all four target persons before moving on to the next
item.

A sample question was used i n the instructions and was on

the top of the card stacks to i ntroduce the cl i ents to the
mechanical procedures.

The interviewer read aloud ea ch i tem as

it came up so that the c lient had the a dvantage of bo t h a v isual
and an oral presentation.

This is important as many have some

difficulty in reading.
For ease in scoring, each card was numbered and the same
sequence of items was used with ea.ch client.

Definite effort was

made to start and finish the sequence with "easy" or nonthreatening items, but otherwise no ordering of items except by
general subject groupings was att empted.

It was assumed that the

degree of responses to the items would reflect an underlying

ord <~ r .

Scoring was quite simple as the response box in which a card was
found after the interview i.ndicated the weight of the answer.
The color of the card indicated the target person and the item
identification number was typed on the card.
Additional data were col l ected from each client and
from institutional files regarding age, number of years c lient
had spent in the institution prior to placement, the number of
weeks the client was in a training program, the number of weeks
the client worked under an 0. J. T. (On Job Training) contract,
the reason this O. J. T. ended, the total number of weeks the
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client was employed after the end of the 0. J. T. contract, the
number of weeks between the placement and December 31, 1971, and
intelligence quotient

These data factors provided for analysis

which might influence verbal accessibility as well as success in
the community.

Each Counselor and each Home Provider ra t ed the

client as to how much the client would talk to him about the
items.

These scores could then be compared to the client's

self-avowed accessibility to both the Counselor and the Home
Provider.

The form for the Cuunselor and Home Provider ratings

is located in the Appendix.

The Sample
The sample population u.s ed in this study was limited to
individual clients who had been trained in the 1969-70 MDTA
(Manpower Development Training Ac t ) program operated through the
Vocational Training Department of Fairview Hospital and Training
Center in Salem, Oregon.

The individual clients, all over age

18 are prepared for work placement in the community in this
program.

The training is divided into two parts.

Initially the

individual receives basic education and job training as kitchen
helpers, maids, nursing home ordE!rlies and janitorial helpers.
This training and education part of the program is done on the
grounds of Fairview.

The second part of the program invo l ves

their being placed on a job in the community (if they are suited)
unde r a contract with an employer whereby he must pay the worker
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the standard minimum wage for approximately 15 weeks.

He is

reimbursed for his training expenses after the O. J. T. contract
period is completed.

Following the 0. J. T. contract the client

may be hired at regular minimum wage if the employer is satisfied
with the individual's performance.

However, if he is not

satisfied, he can fire the client and is not in any way obligated to
continue to employ the client if his production is not adequate.
Everyone who could be contacted and who was living
within the Willamette Valley was included in the sample.

The

total sample that responded to the scale numbered forty of whi ch
twenty were male and twenty were female.
in a variety of settings.

They were interviewed

These included in their living quarter s,

at work, and in an office at Fairview.

Although the personal

interview method limited the number of clients which could be
included in the sample within a reasonable time allotted for
data collection and a reasonable travel expense, it was felt to
be superior to a questionnaire method.

The majority of the

sample do not have the capabilities to make responses of this
nature and send them back.

By di rect, individual contact, I

could explain the instructions iu greater detail to the clients .
I also wanted to directly observe the client's responses to both
the procedures and the items.
Within the sample population there were definite groups
who had been successful in community placement and other groups
who had been unsuccessful and many of this last group had been
returned to the institution.

This would provide contrast.
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The clients within the sample had counselors available
to them as needed.

MOTA provided some follow-up counseling.

Some clients were no longer having any contact with the MOTA
counselor and may have considered a Field Representative from
Fairview, a Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor, or a Welfare
Caseworker as their "Counselor."
I made individual appointments for each of the clients
to participate in the scale.

There were no refusals to

participate in the scale, but it is quite possible that the
authority of the institution influenced the client's willingness
to cooperate.

I personally knew many of the client's as I had

worked for the institution prior to Graduate School.

Analysis of the Sample
The age at placement for the males and females in the
sample snowed considerable difference.

The mean age of the males

was 22.25 in contrast with 27.05 years for the females.

The

males spent slightly more years in the institution prior to
placement than did the females.
was 9.8 years.

The mean for the total sample

While the sample population was involved in the

training program it appears that either the males were nearer
being ready for placement at the time the program began or
developed faster.

The males only spent a mean time in the train-

ing program (before they were placed) of 23.60 weeks while the
mean for the females was 32.25.

This is interesting in that the

intelligence was very close between males and females with the
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females having a slight edge over the males of 68 for females
and 65 for males.
When the sample was placed on an 0. J. T. contract to
work in the community they were able to stay a mean of 10.08
weeks with a range from zero to 29 weeks.

The most significance

between the males and females was in the number of weeks that
they were able to keep the first job after the government subsidy
of

the 0. J. T. contract expired.

The males were able to keep

that first job a mean of 31.15 weeks while the females were only
able to keep it a mean of 15.60 or approximately 50% as long.

TABLE I

ANALYSIS OF THE SAMPLE POPULATION
(MEANS)

Females

Males

Total Mean

Age at Placement

27.05

22.25

24.60

Years in Fairview

9.20

10.40

9.80

Weeks in Training Program

32.25

23.60

27 . 93

Weeks on O. J. T.

10.15

10.00

10.08

Weeks kept first job

15.60

31.15

23.38

Weeks employed from end of
O.J.T. to 12-31-71

28.05

44.55

36.30

Time period involved in weeks

81.45

88.55

85.00

Intelligence Quotient

68.15

65.30

67.73

Variable

CHAPTER III

RESULTS

It was planned that the scale developed would measure
the variable "verbal accessibility" in such a way that the
persons as well as items could be ranked along a continuium from
least accessible to most accessible.

The scale was constructed

to contain twenty-four items and tapped an unknown number of
attitudes.

Rather than undertake an extensive analysis of the

responses to each of the questions, for the basis of this
exploratory study, it was assumed that, if the questions were
closely matched as to question style and subject matter, one
could rely on past research of Kresse, et al., (1967)
Appelberg (1961).

and

This past research had determined that an

instrument measuring attitudes as done in this present study did
measure verbal accessibility.
Freed from this lengthy analysis I was able to give
.more consideration to looking at the interrelationships between
a person's self-avowed verbal accessibility to various target
people and the roles that they represented with several other
factors.

With the exception of a few correlations and some

chi squares the results of this research are being analyzed
through looking at general trends instead of relying on data
analysis completely.
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Data Compilation
The data from the self-avowed verbal accessibility
interview as well as from the Counselor and Home Provider Ratings
was compiled and placed on IBM computer punch cards in the hope
that computer data analysis could greatly simplify analysis.
However, the time to prepare the data for computer analysis was
too lengthy and the only use of this process was to utilize a
card sorter to compile the number of "Definitely Yes," "Probably
Yes," "Probably No," and "Definitely No" responses for the
twenty-four items in each of the six ratings (four by client and
two by other people about the clie.nt).

By assigning values of

4, 3, 2, 1 respectively to the above responses I was able to
arrive at a number value which I could identify as representing
the verbal accessibility for either an individual client or a
mean score for a specific question of the scale.

Table II

shows the verbal accessibility scores for the twenty-four questions
as to how the forty clients felt they were willing to be
accessible to the four target people.

It also shows the verbal

accessibility scores for the Counselor and Home Provider's
ratings along with the mean scores for the combined self-avowed
verbal accessibility and the mean scores for the ratings done
by the other people.
It is interesting to note that the self-avowed verbal
accessibility score to the Home Provider is much higher than any
of the other scores.

This could mean several things.

First,
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TABLE II
TOTAL SCORES FOR ENTIRE SAMPLE
Self-Evaluations of:
Home Rela- FriItem Protive end
vider

1
2

3

4
5
6
7

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

137
137
136
138
149
125
126
144
133
144
144
122
142
132
139
144
125
130
144
130
135
136
136
133

MEANS:
135.88

105
126
123
121
131
104
115
133
117
109
114
108
121
121
126
130
106
106
122
110
125
120
122
135

118. 75

Evaluations by:
Counselor Mean Rank

98
101
106
111
118
97
104
104
89
102
103
99
96
101
99
96
102
102
90
96
103
101
105
106

101.21

121
124
127
127
140
103
118
122
123
125
121
118
122
141
125
130
134
136
139
106
119
119
119
122

115.25
122.00
123.00
124.25
134.50
107.25
115. 75
125.7':.i
115. 50
120.00
120.50
111. 7.5
120.2.5
124.50
122.25
125.00
116. 75
118. 50
123.75
110.50
120. 50
119 .00
120.50
124.00

124.21
120.04

4
15
17
20
24
1
6
23
5
10
14
3
11
21
16
22
7.
8
18
2
13
9
12
19

Coun- Home
selor Pro- Mean Rank
vider

108
92
96
98
107
101
107
107
107
116
95
101
107
120
92
102
115
121
118
93
95
83
87
114

132
114
125
129
126
115
120
125
121
126
106
109
118
124
118
126
113
121
129
119
117
113
112
133

120.00
103.00
110. 50
113. 50
116. so
108.00
113. 50
116 .oo
114 .00
121.00
100.50
105.00
112. 50
122.00
105.00
114 .00
114 .00
121.00
123.50
106.00
106 .00
98.00
99.50
123.50

103.42
120.46
117.77
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4
10
12
19
9
13
18
15
21

3

6

u

22

5

14
16
20
24
7
8
1
2
23

22

the Home Provider is the individual that spends more time with the
client than any other person in the client's life.

Whether or

not the client accurately expressed his willingness to cotmnunicate
with that individual, the client would probably know that his
training had taught him that the Home Provider's role was
important.

Therefore, if the client would actually not want to

talk with this person he might be t empted to say he would, just to
please, than he might be with the other target people.
It is also interesting to note that the target person
whom the client rates lowest in verbal accessibility score is
that of his "closest friend."

This suggests that this sample

population may find it difficult to formulate a friendship with
a peer with whom he feels free to share his innermost feelings.
One would wonder if the client's low verbal accessibility score
to the friend target is more important than the high verbal
accessibility score to the Home Provider.
One might also note that there is considerable difference
between the Counselor's rating and the Home Provider's rating.
This can be seen vividly in Table III which shows the percent of
each rating ·who express a positive response of either "Definitely
Yes," or "Probably Yes."

Data Analysis
As I was not able to utilize the computer for analysis I
was definitely limited by the degree of analysis that could be
done in a reasonable period of time.

I was able to make use of
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TABLE III

PERCENT OF POSITIVE RESPONSES

Counselor Home
Item Rating
Provider
Rating
l

2
3
4

s

6
7
8
9
10

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
MEAN

62~

3Q

35
40
SS
57~

65
70
65

77~

35

47~
67~

80
40
60
70

77~
77~

35
40
20

82~
67~

Client to Client to
Home
Relative
Provider
77~
77~

80

80

82~

87~
87~

5S
60
70
80

67~
82~
52~
67~
72~

70
70

57~

70

87~

57~

80

90
65

87~

67~
77~
82~

72~

50

8S

82~

80

67 ~

77~
72~

92~

80
70
80:

65

62~

85

87~
87~

80
90

77 ~

11i2

27~
82~

85

57~

80
80
77!1i.

55%

71%

81 %

70

60
55
75
70
80
80
60
60

67~
62 ~
77~
72~

Client to
Friend

Client to
Counselor

52~
S2~
62~

70

50
77!1i.
7711i.
80

67~

92~

57 ~
62~
47~
52~
52~
47~

72 ~

50

45
50
55

47~
52~

60

47 ~
47 ~

55

72~
82~

52 ~
62 ~
62 ~

71%

55%

55
75
75

77~
72~
67~
77~

85
80
80
82!1i.
87 !1i.
90
60
72 ~
6 7~

70
77!1i.
75 %
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an electronic calculator at Fairview Hospital to compute means,
three correlations and several chi-squares.
The first correlation was between the mean self-avowed
verbal accessibility scores of the twenty-four items and that of
the mean of the other people's rat i ng scores.
fugures from Table II.

These are the

The calcul.ated corre l ation wa s r= . 99 762.

This seems to be an extremely high correlation.

When one f inds

such a high correlation, one mus t ne cessarily check and re-check
computations and method carefully.
error can be found .

This has been done and no

The formula used was the standard formula

for computing a linear coefficient of correlation when deviations
are taken from the means of the two distributions (Garrett, 1958) .
It is as follows:

~ :x~
T
i(£ ;,'\~) (i. yi)
The computation procedures which I followed are according to the
manual for the Fr i den 130 Calculator which was used.
The high correlation bet ween the self-avowed verbal
accessibility scor es and those of the combination of t he Counse l or
and the Home Provider indicates staff members who might be utilizing this scale could expect simfla r response patterns from the
client as would be found from asking the Counselor and Home
Provider combined.
The second correlation was between the self-avowed scores
of verbal accessibility to their Friend for the forty c lients a nd
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their individual employment success factor.

This factor is the

percent of time the client was working from the end of the
O. J. T. contract until December 31, 1971.

As seen in Table I

in Chapter II, the sample was employed a mean of 36.30 weeks
after the O.J.T. contract expired.
time of 85.00 weeks.

This took place i n a mean

The computat i on for the correlation between

the verbal accessibility to the Fr i end and the employment succes s
factor resulted in r= .6023 which denotes substantial relationshi p
at the .05 level (Garrett, 1958).

As there was a positive

correlation between these two factors when the Friend's verbal
accessibility score was the lowest of all the target people,
there was no attempt to make stat i stical correlations between
the employment success factor and the accessibility to the other
target people.

It is assumed tha t they would all have even

higher correlations.

As this is only a preliminary study one

does not need complete analysis but rather a significant direct i on
is felt to be adequate.
As a cross check with this correlation, I computed a
correlation between the employment success factor and the means
of the combination of the Counselor and Home Provider's ratings.
This correlation is rz .65566 which also denotes a substantial
relationship.

This is appropriately similar with that of the

previous correlation between the employment success factor and
verbal accessibility to the Friend.
I attempted several chi-square data analysis problems
but was unable to gain any significant results.

I did
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chi-square tests of independence in contingency tables using the
variables of "yes" and "no" of the verbal accessibility to the
Friend target person and the variable of below and above 50% on
the employment success factor.

The results for the total twenty-

four items are shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV
CHI-SQUARE OF V.A. TO FRIEND WITH THE EMPLOYMENT
SUCCESS FACTOR

Item
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12

x2

P (aprox.)

.02220
.21980
.49600
.53720
.18895
1. 25380
3.49891
1.88086
.02542
.27980
1.12852
3.67241

.90
.60
.50
.50
.70
.30
.07
.20
.90
.60
.30
.06

*

*

x2

P (aprox.) ·

.00125
1.12852

.95
.30
.50
.30
.40
.80
.60
.30
. 95
.05
.50
.20

Item
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

.J~ ·UO

1.12852
.75453
.08358
.23376
1.12852
.00125
3.87207
.40960
1.88086

**

Total x2 = 24.34163
df = 24
p = . 45

With the exception of items 22, 12, and 7 the chi-square
results do not have an adequate probability of exceeding the dif ference of chance.

When the chi-squares are totaled a df of 24

shows a P of approximately .45 and would have required a R2 n6f
35.172 to be significant at the .OS level.

The three questions

that showed a significant correlation in excess of normal chance
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probability were items that asked the client to make value
judgments.

The large number in the chi-square is l ocated in the

response of those who stated they would talk with t he Friend
target person and were at the same time also below 50% on the
employment success factor.

My conclusion for these items is

that the successful client does not talk with his friemd about
areas of value judgment.

Perhaps those with exceptional success

in this sample decided they wanted to be associated with the
"normal" population and shunned their former friends but had
not made new friends.

Validity
In this exploratory study of verbal accessibility of the
retarded adult, there was no attempt to determine the external
validity of the responses by the clients, the counselors, or the
home providers.

Statistical analysis would have been inconclusive .

CHAPTER IV

EVALUATION AND IMPLICATIONS

The study reported here wai; an attempt to clarify one
concept, verbal accessibility, within the study and work with
the retarded adult population being placed outside the
institution into community work and living situations .

Profes-

sional social work intervention wi.th this population is directed
toward changing behavior by influencing changes in problemrelated attitudes.

Verbal communication is the primary means

which this is accomplished.
oi;- feelings but

by

This involves more than just facts

the attitudes which characterize the

individual.
I administered my scale to forty individuals who had
been trained at Fairview Hospital and Training Center in the
1969-70 Manpower Development Trai ning Act program.

Most of the

sample was then placed on an 0. J. T. contract with an employer
in the community.

Theoretical Implications
There was a high percen t of positive responses directed
toward the Home Provider as a target person.

This can be

interpreted as indicating that the items may have been nondiscriminating in nature.

However, it also may appropriately

indicate that the Home Provider is the most important person
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in the retarded adult's life.
The positive nature of the repponses to the counselor
tends to indicate that the client feels that this individual is
supposed to be important in his life.

As the majority of the

testing sessions were not located in an area closely associated
with the institutional authority there should not have been
excessive pressure on the client to present himself in an
excessively good light to please the counselor.

The client was

also told that the results would not be shared with the counselor
unless at the client's request.

In contrast with this aspect i s

the reality that I also represented the same institution in
their eyes although I was not their counselor.
With the exception of the computations of the means in
Table I, there was no attempt to evaluate possible differences
between men and women .

Had there been better use of a computer

for analysis there might have be en interesting results through
breaking the data down according to sex as there does seem to
be considerable di fference between the sexes in the employment
performance of their placement.

Clinical Implications
The social work profess i on has traditionally depended
upon the interview to understand and open up the patterns of
interaction between people.

Besides looking for items of

historical significance the social worker also seeks to understand the attitudes which are evident in the client's
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personality.

If such a scale as I developed can accurately

measure the verbal accessibility of the individual retarded
adult it should be of practical value to the social worker both
in evaluating the readiness for placement and in the evaluating
of client's readiness for even more independent living
situations later.
For the majority of the clients tested they had never
apparently been asked questions of this nature.

It is possible

that this experience will have a therapeutic effect and
encourage them to seek out people with whom they will
communicate.
The counselors who were involved in the s tudy have
expressed varied responses.

Most have expressed a wait-and-see

approach with interest but little commitment.

This is

appropriate as this or no other single method of evaluating a
client's readiness for placement will be the complete answer.

Implications for Further Research
The mechanical procedures for the adminis tration of the
scale were smooth in operation and are usable for both further
research as well as clinical evaluations of clients.

There

should be more · refinement of test questions along with more
data evaluation as to the relationship of the i ndividual question
to various factors.
In this study I was unable to compare t he factor of
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verbal accessibility with a job skill factor such as might be
taken from psychological tests, aptitude tests, and on-job
supervisor's evaluations.
follow-up study.

This would provide an interesting
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INSTRUCTIONS TO CLIENTS

I am especially interested in understanding who you talk
with about feelings or concerns that are important to you.

I am

going to ask you about a number of things that happen in everyday life and about feelings people have.

Then I will ask you

who you would talk with about these things or feelings.

I do

not want to know if these things have happened to you, but only
who you would talk with about them .
I am asking these questions of a number of "fellows and
gals" that also received training in the Fairview MDTA Program
the same year you did to try to help prepare other trainees to be
successful in the community.

No one other than me will know

how you answered these questions.

I will not tell your home

· provider, your friend, your relat :Lve or your counselor.
On the table before you, you can see four stacks of
different colored card s with the same question typed on each
card.

Each stack is for a different person with whom you may

talk.

The first stack--the orange carde--are marked "HOME

PROVIDER."

The white eards are for a RELATIVE with whom you

would be most likely to talk.

Which of your relatives would

you talk with mos t about important feelings? (I write first
name or title of relative on a white card and place it behind the
stack of white cards.)

The green cards are for the FRIEND

outside your family with whom you would be most likely to talk .
Who is that?

(I write name on a green card and put it behind
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the stack of green cards.)
are marked COUNSELOR.

And the last stack--the yellow cards--

Who is your counselor?

(I put that name

on yellow card).
Now, let's look at the sample question which is on the
card you see here.

Suppose you would like to go to town more

offen, would you talk with--(insert the name of the HOME PROVIDER)?
Here are four slots where you can put c ards.

They are marked

Definitely Yes, Probably Yes, Probably No, and Definitely No.
Now place the top orange card with the SAMPLE QUESTION I have
asked you in one of these slots to show how you would discuss
this with your home provider.

You must assume that you have the

chance to talk with this person.
Again, suppose you feel that you would like to go to
town more often, would you talk with (relative's name) about it?
Place the top white card in one of the slots to show how you
would talk with (re lative's name) about this.
Again, suppose you would like to go to town more oft en,
would you talk (friend's name) about it?

Place the top green

card in one of the slots to show how you would talk with (friend 's
name) about this.
Again, suppose you feel you would like to go to town
more often, would you talk with your counselor (name) about it?
Place the top yellow card in one of these slots to show how you
would talk with (counselor's name) about this.
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That was a sample question.
on the top card of each stack.

Now question number one is

We ~ 11

go through each question

just as we have done and you will put each card in one of the
slots which answers the question best.

If you want me to repeat

any of the questions even several times just ask.
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ATTITUDE STATEMENT MASTER

The following statements were asked the clients in
regard to four TARGET PEOPLE:
Counselor.

Home Provider, Relative, Friend,

The clients could respond in four different ways:

Definitely Yes, Probably Yes, Probably No, and Definitely No.
1.

Suppose you don't have as much spending money
as most fellows and gals, would you talk with

2.

Suppose you do not go around with the "right kind"
of fellows and gals, would you talk with

3.

Suppose your ideas are not liked by your friends,
would you talk with . . .

4.

Suppose the other fel l ows or gals think you are
different, would you talk with .

5.

Suppose you are in a place where you are not sure of
yourself, would you talk with

6.

Suppose your home provider is a poor housekeeper,
would you talk with . . .

7.

Suppos e your home providers do not treat your
friend s well, would you talk with . . .

8.

Suppose your home providers do not understand you,
would you talk with .

9.

Suppose you feel your home providers do things they
tell you not to do, would you talk with

10.

Suppose you think the rules your home providers
make for you are not good, would you talk with . . .

11.

Suppose you do thing$ with other fellows and gals
when you are out that your home providers do not
like, would you talk with

12 .

Suppose you would like to tell your boss off,
would you talk with • • .
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13.

Suppose your home provider's ideas of how you should
act does not let you do the things you want to do,
would you talk with . . .

14.

Suppose the job your counselor found for you is no t
what you want, would you talk with •

15.

Suppose your home providers do not tell you if they
like or don't like the way you behave away from the
house, would you talk with • .

16.

Suppose your home providers do not trust you on your
own away from home, would you talk with

17.

Suppose you are not getting paid enough for your
work, would you talk with •

18.

Suppose your boss is not fair with you and other
workers, would you talk with . . .

19 .

Suppose you would like to get more education or
training, would you talk with

20.

Suppose you were turned down when you asked your
girl to the big dance or party, would you
talk with . . . (for males)
Suppose no fellow asked you to go with him to the
big dance or party, would you talk with . • . (female)

21.

Suppose you are not sure about knowing how to dress
well, would you talk with .

22.

Suppose you do not know how far to go (sexual
advances) on a date, would you talk with . . .

23.

Suppose you are not s atisfied with your build (figure)
would you talk with

24.

Suppo s e you went to get married , would you
talk with .
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Research #
Date

--------

INTERVIEW INFORMATION SHEET

Name

FHTC fl

------

Target People Used:
Home Provider (Orange)_·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·
Important Relative (White)

-------------~

Closest Friend (Green)_________________
Counselor (Yellow)
Agency:

(FHTC_ ___, MDTA
Welfare

, DVR_ __

)

Present Occupation

----------- ---------------Income
----------------------------------

How long with Present Employer?

-------------------

0ther Comments as on dress, affect, etc.

-------------~

I~

1

Research ff
SCORE SHEET

Coun- Home
selor Provider
Rating Rating

I

Home trela- Fri- Coun- Totals
Protive end selor
vider

Item
1.

Spending money

2.

Associates

3.

Ideas

I

4.

You different

I

5.

Not sure of self

i

16.

Housekeeping

!

7.

Treat friends

i

;

8.

Understand

II

9.

Do as say

j

10. Rules

I

I

11. Things done

l

12. Tell boss off

i

13. Not do as like

l

I

I

;
!

14. Don't like job

!

15. Tell you feelings
l
I

17. Not paid enough

II

18. Boss not fair

i
I

I:

I
I

19. More education
20. Not get date
21. Confidence

I

22. How far to go
23.Ltike figure

I

24. Get married

I

!
I

I

I
I

i

I 16. Trust you

I

ll
I

I

II'

I

''

I

I
I

'

I
!

i
I

I

;

l
I
I
I

I
I
I

I

I

I
I

i
i
I

i

I
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Client Name

~~~~~~~~

Research II
Case II

~~~~~~~~~~

COUNSELOR AND HOME PROVIDER RATING SHEET

The following statements will be asked the client in
regard to four target people. You are asked to make a judgment
as to how much the c lient would be willing to talk about each
statement to ~ · Please respond to each question by putting a
check mark in the most appropriate box. Please return this
form promptly to Keith Baker, 2250 Strong Rd. S.E., Salem,
Oregon 97310. Thank you for your help.
Definite
YES
1.

Suppose you don't have as
much spending money as most
fellows and gals, would you
talk with . . . . • • • • • •

2.

Suppose you do not go around
with the "right kind" of
fellows and gals, would you
talk with . • . . • . . . • .

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

I
I

I

Suppose your ideas are not
liked by your friends, would
you talk with . . • . . . . .
Suppose the other fellows and
gals think you are different,
would you talk with . . . . .
Suppose you are in a place
where you are not sure of
yourself, would you talk
with . • . • . . . . . • .
Suppose your home provider
is a poor housekeeper, would
you talk with . . . • . . .
Suppose your home providers
do not treat your friends
well, would you talk with .

Definite
NO

Proby- Probably
ably
YES
NO

I

I

I

I

I
I
i
I

!

I

I
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Definite
YES
8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16 .

17.

18.

Suppose your home providers
do not understand you, would
you talk with . . . . • . .
Suppose you feel your home
providers do things they
tell you not to do, would
you talk with . . . . . .
Suppose you think the rules
your home providers make for
you are not good, would you
talk with . . . . . . . . .
Suppose you do things with
other fellows and gals when
you are out that your home
providers do not like, would
you talk with . . • . . . .
Suppose you would like to
tell your boss off, would
you talk with . • . . . . •
Suppose your home provider's
ideas of how you should act
does not let you do the
things you want to do, would
you talk with . . . . .
Suppose the 1ob your
counselor found for you is
not what you want, would you
talk with . . . • . . . . .
Suppose your home providers
do not tell you if they like
or don't like the way you
behave away from the house
would you talk with . . . .
Suppose your home providers
do not trust you on your own
away from home, would you
talk with . . • . • • . . .
Suppose you are not getting
paid enough for your work
would you talk with . . . .
Suppose your boss is not
fair with you and other
workers, would you talk with

Probably
YES

Probably
NO

Definite
NO

I

'.

;

I

i
I

I
I

'

I

I

i
'

I
I

I

!

I!

I

i
I

l

1
I

I

I

I

II
I

..

I

!
'
'
iI
I

I;

I

I

I

I
I

'
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r

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

I

II
Suppose you would like to
I
get more education or
training, would you talk
with . . . . . • . • • . •
Suppose you were turned down
when you asked your girl to I
I
t he big dance or party,
I
would you talk with . . . . '
Suppose you are not sure
about knowing how to dress
well, would you talk with .
Suppose you do not know how
fa r to go (sexual advances)
on a date, would you
t alk with . . . . . . . . .
Suppose you are not satisfied with your build,
would you talk with . .

I

Suppose you want to get
married would you talk
with . . . . . • • • . . .

Definite

YES

Beobably

YES

Probab l y
NO

I Definite
I NO
I
!
II
!

i
'

I

I
'

I
I
!

I

I
1

I
I

I

